Abstract Behavior models implemented within Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) require nonverbal communication to be tightly coordinated with speech. In this paper we present an empirical study seeking to explore the influence of the temporal coordination between speech and facial expressions of emotions on the perception of these emotions by users (measuring their performance in this task, the perceived realism of behavior, and user preferences). We generated five different conditions of temporal coordination between facial expression and speech: facial expression displayed before a speech utterance, at the beginning of the utterance, throughout, at the end of, or following the utterance. 23 subjects participated in the experiment and saw these 5 conditions applied to the display of 6 emotions (fear, joy, anger, disgust, surprise and sadness). Subjects recognized emotions most efficiently when facial expressions were displayed at the end of the spoken sentence. However, the combination users viewed as most realistic, preferred over others, was the display of the facial expression throughout speech utterance. We review existing literature to position our work and discuss the relationship between realism and communication performance. We also provide animation guidelines and draw some avenues for future work.
Introduction
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) are interactive virtual characters which take on a communicative role in various application fields (e.g. e-learning, games, e-commerce, therapeutic tools) using several modality channels such as speech, facial expressions, gestures, postures, etc. The ideal ECA [16] should be intelligent, capable of social behavior, and should take advantage of its visual representation to strengthen its believability (particularly by means of sophisticated and relevant nonverbal behavior, and by the expression of emotions). The notion of believability is a central one in ECA research: it relies mainly on the visual properties of the agent and on the generation of verbal and nonverbal behavior during interaction with the user [17] . It is nonetheless a complex notion tying back to the concepts of naturalism or realism of agent behavior and effectiveness of communication. Yet past research has suggested that realism does not always correlate to communication effectiveness: studies by Calder and colleagues showed that caricaturing facial expressions, although this decreased ratings of human-likeness or plausibility, increased recognition of agents' emotions by subjects (shorter reaction times), increased their neural response and ratings of emotional intensity [3] . This paper focuses on the temporal arrangement of speech and facial expressions of emotions within the believability framework, addressing both the issues of realism and of effectiveness. We first review the literature related to the coordination of speech and facial expressions (Sect. 2) and justify an empirical exploratory procedure to extend our knowledge. Following this, we describe our methods and results (Sect. 3) and discuss the implications for theory and design of ECA (Sect. 4).
Coordination of speech and facial expressions
Research related to the generation of ECAs' nonverbal behaviors stresses the importance of defining their temporal coordination with speech-based communication. One challenge for ECA platforms is to control very precisely the synchronization of communication channels [12] . In terms of software architecture, this implies simultaneous generation of these various communication channels from a unique representation (e.g. facial expressions should not be derived from the speech content but must be generated simultaneously). BEAT (Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit [6] ) is an example of a framework allowing the automatic generation of animations synchronizing speech synthesis, voice intonation, eyebrow movements, gaze direction, and hand gestures.
From a functional standpoint [29] , facial expressions can take on semantic (e.g. to emphasize or substitute for a word), syntactic (e.g. nodding, raising eyebrows to emphasize parts of the speech flow), dialogic (e.g. gazes to regulate speech turns) or pragmatic (e.g. expressing the speaker's personality, emotions or attitudes) functions in a conversation. Rules for coordination of facial expression with speech depend on these functions [19] : syntactic facial cues must coordinate with the elementary phonemes of speech [4, 18] , whereas semantic and dialogic cues are synchronized with complete words or pauses [5, 27] . Finally, pragmatic cues are synchronized with complete sentences [21] or with speech turns [7, 28] , since emotions are not expected to fluctuate at the level of individual words. Therefore, there seems to be a consensus in the literature on a synchrony paradigm, in which facial expressions of emotion are synchronized with and displayed throughout speech. Related research has investigated the interaction of facial expressions of emotion with other facial cues (lip-synching, or facial expressions with an alternative function) and set specific priority rules and additive rules, as well as methodologies for conflict resolution [28] . Platforms were designed to support dynamic representations of emotions [26] , in particular to replicate realistic emotional control (e.g. related to an agent's behavior or mood [9, 31] ). Some aspects of emotion dynamics were submitted to perceptive tests, in particular the onset, offset and apex durations of facial expressions of emotion [20] . It was shown for example that slow onset smiles lead to more positive perceptions (e.g. smiles are perceived as more authentic, and the person as more attractive and trustworthy).
Although the synchrony paradigm seems largely undisputed in the aforementioned literature, there are at least three reasons to question it in our view. Firstly, from an engineering viewpoint, it is imprecise and does not provide sufficient guidelines to help position emotional expressions (i.e. emotional tags) in relation to speech utterances. In this respect our goal is to refine animation rules in order to reduce the role of chance or of the animator's own talent. Secondly, according to the sequential checking process of appraisal [30] , emotions may not all have the same dynamics, and different emotions might support different intensity patterns in the course of speech. For example, given that (1) surprise is assumed to rely on novelty appraisal and anger on goal-conduciveness appraisal, and (2) that novelty appraisal is supposed to occur earlier than goal-conduciveness appraisal in the checking process, one can hypothesize that surprise and anger dynamics are different. Accordingly, surprise would yield an earlier intensity peak than anger. Finally, we wished to investigate alternative coordination patterns in search of more effective communication. As previously mentioned, stylized or caricatured animations (with stereotypical behaviors and mental states, conveyed transparently) can be more efficient than ecological or naturalistic communication styles [3, 13] . Therefore, the present study aims to challenge the synchrony paradigm.
Experiment

Goal
Our general motivation is to explore the effects of various temporal coordination rules between speech and facial emotional expressions on communication effectiveness and realism, and to examine their interaction with several emotions. We set up 5 different temporal combinations of speech and facial expressions of emotions, implemented them within an ECA platform and applied them to the display of 6 fundamental emotions. By means of a perceptive test, we assessed their impact on three criteria: the effectiveness of communication (ability to convey the intended emotion, i.e. recognition score, perceived intensity, answer time), its perceived realism, and user preferences (subjective criteria).
Methods
Participants and material
23 subjects participated in the experiment (17 men and 6 women, 25.4 years old on average, SD = 5.7) including engineering students, artists, and administrative staff members, all native speakers of French.
We chose to investigate Ekman's six fundamental emotions [11] (Joy, Disgust, Sadness, Surprise, Fear, and Anger) because they are well-documented and known to be universally perceived [10] . The related facial expressions were [11] . We implemented one expression for each emotion and chose a congruent short sentence to be associated to each of them: Joy was associated to "I watched my favorite program", Sadness to "I have to work all weekend", Disgust to "We're being served spinach", Surprise to "My train is 20 minutes late", Fear to "I've lost my father's phone", and Anger to "Charles has hidden my book". The sentences were chosen so that their meaning would not be straightforward, thus leaving minimal uncertainty that the facial expression allowed to resolve. Conversely, the sentence had to provide minimal cues for decoding the facial expression, given that our goal is to investigate how modalities cooperate in emotion decoding. All sentences were synthesized in French with voice intonation set to neutral, using Acapela's Virtual Speaker textto-speech (http://www.acapela-group.com/) and GoldWave audio editor (http://www.goldwave.com/). The integration of speech and facial expression was performed with Poser: lip-synching was generated automatically, and the facial expressions were inserted manually following 5 patterns inspired from Allen's typology of temporal relations [1] . Table 1 describes these patterns by representing only the most expressive stage of facial expressions (the apex, or sustain), which represented approximately 30% of the utterance duration (m = 42.3 frames and 1.41 sec), except for the "during speech" condition, in which the apex covered approximately 60% (m = 81.7 frames and 2.72 sec) of utterance duration. Attack and decay phases (the onset and offset), not represented in Table 1 , lasted 611 ms each on average (m = 18.34 frames), which corresponds to "slow" onsets and offsets [20] . The "during speech" condition corresponds to the aforementioned synchrony paradigm (in which the facial expression covers the whole utterance).
The resulting 30 animations (5 temporal patterns for each of the 6 target emotions) comprised 110 to 150 frames, depending on the length of the spoken sentence and on the combination pattern chosen, with an average duration of 4.55 seconds in total.
Procedure
We used a full within-subject factorial design with 2 stages. In the first stage, each subject had to successively examine the 30 animations in a random order, label each one with the emotion perceived (in the subject's own words) and rate its perceived intensity on a 7-point Likert scale (see Fig. 1 , left panel). In completing this exercise the subject could replay each animation as many times as necessary.
In the second stage, the 5 animations generated for a given emotion (corresponding to the 5 temporal patterns) were gathered in a single display (the arrangement of the 5 animations within the display was randomized) and the intended emotion was brought to the subject's notice (see right panel in Fig. 1) . Subjects rated the realism of each animation using a 7-point Likert scale, and chose their preferred animation out of the 5 displayed.
Data collection and analysis
The recognition of the target emotion for each animation was scored as true (1) or false (0) by 2 independent judges by examining the emotion label or labels which subjects attributed to the various animations. The judges first obtained 92.03% agreement. To form the final dataset, discrepancies were solved by consensus between the judges. For example, when several labels were used for a single animation, one judge tended to consider that recognition was achieved as far as one label was relevant, whereas the second judge considered such answers as wrong as far as one label was irrelevant. We finally adopted the latter, more conservative, rule in order to prevent a ceiling effect and maximize the likelihood of observing differences between our various experimental conditions. The duration of each trial (time used to view the animation, label the emotion, rate perceived intensity and validate the trial) was also recorded as an indirect index of ease of recognition. The other variables collected were perceived intensity of emotions, perceived realism (1 to 7 scores) and the preference ratings (1 or 0 for each animation). Data were analyzed by means of ANOVAs with Emotions and Temporal Patterns as within-subject variables. Fisher's LSD was used for post-hoc pairwise comparisons. Moreover, linear correlation analyses were performed on the whole set of dependent variables (recognition, trial time, perceived intensity, realism and preference).
Results
Decoding performance: recognition, response time, and perceived intensity
The overall average recognition score amounted to 72%. The main effect of Emotions on this performance proved to be significant (F (5/105) = 4.84; p = 0.001; η 2 = 0.187), with Anger being significantly better recognized than were all other emotions (p < 0.017). Temporal Patterns also significantly influenced recognition performance (F (4/84) = 5.92; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.220; see left panel in Fig. 2 ).
The "before speech" condition yielded significantly lower recognition rates than all other conditions (p < 0.025). The most effective conditions were "end of speech" and "after speech". In particular, it is worth mentioning that subjects were significantly more effective in the "end of speech" than in the "during speech" condition (p = 0.05). An interaction was also observed between Emotions and Temporal Patterns (F (20/420) = 2.41; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.103; see right panel in Fig. 2) , showing that the influence of the Temporal Patterns varied depending on the emotion expressed: for example recognition rate for Anger was always high and did not depend on the Temporal Pattern displayed, whereas recognition rate for Fear varied between 23% ("before speech") and 82% ("end of speech" condition).
Subject gender did not affect the recognition rates (F (1/21) = 1.19; NS).
Response time was analyzed on a subsample of 22 subjects, since the recording procedure failed for one of the subjects. Average response time for a trial in the first experimental stage was 25 sec. We observed only a main effect of Emotion (F (5/100) = 3.60; p = 0.005; η 2 = 0.152) for this variable: for example response time for Disgust and Sadness was lower than for Joy, Surprise and Fear (p < 0.07). As for perception of intensity, a main effect of Emotions was observed (F (5/105) = 9.19; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.299): the expression of Disgust was perceived as significantly more intense than that of the other emotions (p < 0.001), which did not significantly differ from one another. Temporal Patterns also influenced the perceived intensity of emotions (F (4/84) = 5.93; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.216; see Fig. 3 , left panel): the "during speech" condition resulted in significantly higher perceived intensities than did other temporal pattern conditions (p < 0.011), which did not differ significantly from one another. There was an interaction between Emotions and Temporal Patterns (F (20/420) = 2.89; p = 0.001; η 2 = 0.106; see right panel in Fig. 3 ), suggesting that the influence of Temporal Patterns was not constant over all emotions: for example the "after speech" condition resulted in more intense perception of Disgust but tended to decrease the perceived intensity of other emotions. Temporal Patterns also significantly influenced subjects' preferences (F (4/84) = 25.87; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.552): the "during speech" condition was preferred to all others showed that these preferences are more or less strict depending on the displayed emotion: for example the "during speech" condition was largely preferred for the expression of Sadness and less strongly so for the expression of Surprise, which was also well rated in terms of preference, in both the "before speech" and "beginning of speech" conditions.
Realism and preferences
2 Linear correlation coefficients between our dependent variables. Weak correlations that can be considered as null (|r| < 0.2) are in
Correlations between variables
To complete our data analysis we performed pairwise linear correlation tests on our five dependent variables (see Table 2 ). Results show that the recognition score is negatively correlated to response time and does not correlate with any other variable. Intensity and realism correlated negatively to answer time; perceived intensity correlated positively to both realism and subjective preference ratings. Finally, preference and realism exhibited a strongly positive correlation.
Discussion and conclusion
Some of our results, for example the average recognition score of 72%, provide indirect validation of our designs of facial expressions. Anger was particularly well decoded and our expression of disgust was perceived as globally more intense (and more realistic) but the other stimuli constituted a homogeneous corpus. The differences between our recognition rates and those obtained by Ekman [10] can be explained by several facts. Firstly, we used animations instead of static images. Secondly, synthetic characters caricature human features. This could have allowed for superior recognition rates (e.g. anger) when compared with real pictures as in Ekman's work. Conversely, imperfections in some of our models of facial expressions and/or in graphical rendering, as well as the specific format of our protocol (free response instead of forced-choice format) could explain why other recognition rates (e.g. for joy) were inferior to Ekman's. In any case, the most effective combination of speech and emotional facial expression consisted in positioning the facial expression at the end of speech utterances. This animation pattern significantly outperformed (with a 10% improvement of recognition) the more realistic synchrony paradigm, which is an unexpected and interesting result. Closer examination of interactions between temporal animation patterns and emotions, suggests that the synchrony (or "during speech") condition gave rise to poor recognition scores (i.e. lower than the average recognition rate) for expressions of fear, surprise, and disgust (see Table 3 for a summary of our design recommendations to enhance recognition of emotions by users). Furthermore, the expression of disgust is a noteworthy exception to the good performance of the "end of speech" condition: disgust was much better recognized (+26%) when displayed after the speech. The expression of disgust involves special movements of the lips which are important to distinguish it from anger (which shares some features of the nose, eyebrows and eyes expressions with disgust) and from the "clueless" state (which share features of the eyes and eyebrows with disgust [24] ). This may explain why disgust is better recognized when the lip movements are dedicated to the expression of emotions, i.e. in the absence of speech articulation.
The temporal pattern also influenced the perceived intensity of emotions, but in a different way: the "during speech" condition resulted in higher perceived intensity, which can be attributed to the total duration of the facial expressionin the "during speech" condition the facial expression was twice as long as in all other conditions-and is consistent with existing literature suggesting that duration and intensity are correlated in the generation [23] and perception [25] of facial expressions. However, variations in the duration of facial expressions constitute a limitation of our study and would require a new experimental iteration in order to be better understood: in particular, we wonder whether they might introduce biases in the evaluation of realism since the correlation matrix showed that realism was strongly correlated to intensity of the stimuli. Conversely, the fact that other temporal patterns did not significantly interfere with the perception of emotion intensity is a positive finding and suggests that flexibility in encoding emotion intensity is preserved when manipulating the temporal coordination of speech and facial expressions of emotion.
The synchrony or "during speech" condition showed significantly higher realism and preference scores than all other conditions. Hence one should adapt the animation strategy according to the primary goal of the application since one cannot optimize both realism and decoding performance at the same time. A tradeoff can be met with a "during + after" coordination pattern: we have chosen this solution in designing a tool for socio-cognitive training for people with autism, in which both recognition effectiveness and realism were important [15] .
Correlations observed between our dependent variables also indirectly validate the global consistency of our dataset: the stimuli which were processed faster were better recognized, rated as more intense, and more realistic. However, the strong correlation between realism and user preferences opens the discussion related, for example, to the "Uncanny Valley" theory which proved particularly well suited to model the realism of agent behavior [14] . This theory predicts that agents demonstrating high realism might be less well evaluated than agents demonstrating only moderate realism, which is inconsistent with our results. To explain this discrepancy we hypothesize that our agents have not reached the valley boundaries in this experiment, since we used a neutral speech intonation with facial expressions of emotions in an emotional context. The average realism score obtained by our animations (m = 4.1/7, σ = 0.2) might therefore still position our agents as being "moderately realistic" explaining the positive evaluations they received. Such hypothesis opens up avenues for new experimental investigations: one of the first steps in our future work will consist in introducing emotional speech prosody [8] , diversifying the sentences associated to each emotion and replicating the present protocol. Other future directions will be to include longer sentences and the expression of mixed emotions [2, 22] , which may surely raise new challenges for animation and perception of emotions in ECAs.
